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1. In this article we introduce certain ray class invariants of
real quadratic fields which are intimately related to the values at s= 1
of certain L functions of the fields. Then we present a few conjectures
on the arithmetic nature of the invariants. Our conjectures are closely
related to the third conjecture presented by H. M. Stark in his Nice
Congress talk [5]. Assuming suitable additional hypotheses, we prove
the conjecture. Unfortunately, the hypotheses are rather restrictive.
However, there are several numerical evidences which are in favor of
the conjecture even when the hypotheses are not satisfied. The full
exposition of the present paper will appear elsewhere.
2. For a pair of positive numbers --(, 2), we denote by F2(z,
the double gamma function introduced and studied by E. W. Barnes
in [1]. If we use notations of [3],/2(z, w)=F(w, z) -x. Set
r(z, )
(z, )=

r( +

If o/o. is irrational, (z, ) is, as a unction of z, characterized by the
ollowing properties (1) and (2).
(1) (z, ) is a meromorphic function of z which satisfies the o1lowing difference equations"

(z +

, )- 2 sin ( z )(z, ),
\0)2/

(z +o, o)----2 sin
,o =1.
2
3. Let F be a real quadratic field embedded in the real field R.
For an integral ideal [ of F, we denote by H() the group o narrow
ray classes modulo [. We assume that satisfies the following conditions (3) and (4).
(3) For any totally positive unit u of F, u
(4) There is no unit u o F such that u--1 e[,u0andu’0, where
u’ is the conjugate of u.
Take a totally positive integer of F such that + 1 e [. We de-
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note by the same letter r the ray class modulo represented by the
principal ideal (). Furthermore, choose an integer/ of F such that
We denote by the sme letter/ the ry class
/ 0,/’ 0 and/-1 e
represented by (/). The condition (3) implies that , is an element o
order 2 o the group H([). On the other hand,/ is an element of order
at most 2 of H([).
Choose integral ideals a, ., a0 o F so that they orm a complete
set of representatives or narrow ideal classes o F. For each c e H(),
are in the
there exists a unique index ] (1 <]< h0) such that c and
1 be the undamental totally
same narrow ideal class o F. Let
positive unit o F and put
0xl, 0yl}.
R()={z=x+y e (a)-I x, y e
Then R() is a finite subset of the ractional ideal (afi)-. Set
Xf(c)= 1-[ (z, (1, D)(z’, (1, ’)),

a

where the product is over all z e R() such that (z)a[=c in H(). Then
X(c) is a positive real number.
For each c e H([), set y(s, c)= N(g) where the summation is
over all integral ideals o F which are in the same narrow ray class
modulo [ as c. It is well-known that 5(s, c) is a meromorphic unction
of s which is holomorphic except or a simple pole at s--1. The following result, which is implicit in Corollary 2 to Theorem 1 of [4],
guarantees that X(c) is independent of the choice o a,..., ao.
Theorem 1. The notation being as above,
(0, c)--5(0, c,)--log Xf(c).
Let G be a subgroup of H([). Assume that [ is in G but is not
in G. Set
X(c, G)= I] X(cg).

,

-,

Then X(c, G)is an invariant or c e H([)/G. Denote by K([) the
ray class field over F with conductor (c)(c)’[. Denote by a the Artin
canonical isomorphism rom the group H() onto the Galois group
K([) with respect to F. Let K(, G) be the subfield o a(G)-fixed elements
o K([). Now we present the ollowing conjecture.
Conjecture. There exists a positive rational integer m such that
the following assertions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold:
( ) The invariant X(c, G) is a unit in the field K([, G). Moreover
(VC0 e H()).
{X(c, G)} ) =X(cCo, G)
(ii) The system of invariants {X0(c, G) c e H(0)},
where [0’s are divisors o [ with the properties (3) and (4) and G is the
image o G under the natural homomorphism rom H([) onto H([0),
generates the field K(, G) over F.
(iii) Let v be an embedding of the field K([, G) into the complex
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number field C which induces the non-trivial automorphism on F.
Then r(X(c, G) ) is a complex number of modulus 1.
4. In this paragraph we assume that [ is invariant under the
non-trivial automorphism’ of F. Then’acts on the group H([) in a
natural manner. We further assume that there exists a subgroup G
of G which satisfies the following conditions (5) and (6).
(5) G=GI.
(6) The group G is generated by G and by/.
Set (H() / G)o= {c e H() / G c’-- c}.
Under our assumptions, it is easy to see that/ e (H()/G)0.
Hence, [H([) / G, (H([) / G)0] >_- 2.
Theorem 2. If [H() / G (H()/G)0] 2, he conjecture is rue.
Proof. Denote by K the subfield of a(G)-fixed elements of K([).
Let L be the subfield of a((H([)/G)0)-fixed elements of K. Then L is a
composition of F with a suitable imaginary quadratic field k. Moreover, K is abelian over/. Hence, K is a class field over k with conductor
Let Z be a character of the group H()/G which satisfies
Z()----1. Then Z CZ’. Let be the conductor of Z and let be the
character of the group H([z) which corresponds to in a natural manner. Identify Z with the character of Gal (K/F) and denote by
the
irreducible character of Gal (K/) induced from Z. Then we have
L(s, 4x, K/)-- L(s, ),
where L(s, 4x,K/) is the Artin L-function of K associated with
and L(s, ) is the L-function of F associated with the character 2. On
to Gal (K/k) is a direct sum of a
the other hand, the restriction of
and its conjugate. Via the Artin reciprocity law,
character
is
identified with a primitive character of the group of ideal classes
modulo Co of k, where co is a suitable divisor of c. Furthermore,
L(s, 4x, K/)--L(s, ), where L(s, ) is the L-function of k associated
with the character
Thus we have
(7) L(s,)--L(s,z).
Applying Theorem 1 and the equality (7) and results of Ramachandra
[2], we can express X(c, G) in terms of singular values of elliptic
modular functions. Another pplication of Ramachandra’s results
now leads to our conjecture under our present hypotheses.
Remark. The group (H([)/G)o is a subgroup of index two of
H([)/G if and only if there is an imaginary quadratic field in K over
which K is abelian.
Set F= (/-), [= ((3- /)/2). Then the group H([) is
isomorphic to a cyclic group of order 4 generated by c--(2). Set

.

z

z
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Y

,

iO

X(c)

.

Theorem 2 is not applicable for this example.

However, if the con-
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jecture were true, Y would be an integer in F whose conjugate is in
the interval (--4, 4). A numerical computation, which involves a
computer machine, shows that the integral part of Y//- is 1 and
that the difference between 4 and Y-(1 //)/2 is less than (10)
Another numerical computation shows that the integral part of Y//is 4 and that the integral part of Y--4.(1 / /-)/2 is 12. Moreover,
the difference between the fractional part of Y--4(1 + /-)/2 and the
fractional part of (1 / /-)/2 is less than (10) -’. Thus it is quite probable that the conjecture will be true for this example with m-1 and
that X(c ) (i--O, 1, 2, 3) are roots of the following equation:
x 4- (9 + /) / 2. x + (S + /-) x 2- (9 + /-) / 2. x + 1 0
Further numerical computation makes the validity of the following
equalities quite probable.

-.

Xf(c)=(tl + /t-4)/2,

Xf(c)=(tf + /t-4)/2,

X(c)----(t--/t--4)/2,

X(c)=(t.--/t--4)/2,

where we put

tl ((9 + /-9-) /2 + /(7 + /) /2) /2,
tf (9 + /-) / 2 t.
Added in proof. After the manuscript had been sent to the
printer, the following paper came into the author’s attention" H.M.
Stark" L-functions at s= 1. III. Totally real fields and Hilbert’s
twelfth problem. Adv. Math., 22, 64-84 (1976). In the paper, a
substantial part of the author’s conjecture had been formulated in
a more general context. However, both Theorems 1 and 2 of the
present paper seem to remain to be new.
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